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ABSTRACT

Machine learning is a data-driven process that heavily relies on the quality of the data being used. Trivial approaches trade data for performance resulting in heavy, noisy, and erroneous results. In particular, when the real-world test domain is different from the training, the laboratory experiments will not find practical applications.

To bridge this gap, previous work has explored selecting data from a specific target domain to address this discrepancy. However, there are two problems with domain-specific data selection: First, shifting data toward one target domain may fail in the source and other domains. Second, when target domains are unknown, as in the case of most real-world applications, we do not know what future data to receive before model launches.

We select training data without using target-domain information to address these challenges to achieve learning generalization. We propose a set of robustness metrics from a probabilistic perspective to approximate the generalization bound. These metrics are then incorporated into a reinforcement learning framework to enhance the generalization ability of NLP models for classification or generation tasks.

Additionally, we investigate the inter-dependencies among samples to improve generalization performance. We first explore the geometric data diversity with the concept of convex hull volume, dispersion, and graph entropy. We then propose a maximum-entropy rewarded reinforcement learning framework based on information bottleneck theory.

Our design of novel robustness evaluation metrics and our experiments on multiple domain data in NLP tasks such as sentiment analysis, named entity recognition, and language modeling demonstrates the strong generalization power of the reinforcement learning-based data selection framework with almost half of the data.